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Résumé
Le relief de Théophile situé sur le mur occidental de la nef de l'église de Souillac (vers 1120–1140) est plus qu'une simple illustration de la légende théophilienne : il communique un message aux moines instruits. Puisant parmi certains thèmes moins connus de la légende, ce relief met en garde contre les désseins diaboliques sous-jacents à la nomination des dignitaires haut placés de l'Église. Soutenue par une analyse d'ensembles sculptés provenant des environs de Souillac, notre interprétation replace le relief de Théophile dans le contexte historique de la période de la réforme de l'Église qui venait de s'achever – réforme qui toucha principalement des questions relatives à la nomination du haut clergé alors que la vente par les simonistes de dignités ecclésiastiques fut éradiquée et la papauté prit en charge la sélection des métropolitains et évêques.

The sculptures now set in the west wall of the nave of the abbey church of Sainte-Marie at Souillac constitute an important group of Romanesque reliefs (fig. 1). The largest, directly above the main entrance door, affords us new insights into the climate of papal reform in Western Europe in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries (fig. 2). Its central field presents the major elements of the Eastern legend of Theophilus, a high-ranking church official who acquired his office through a pact with the devil but ultimately repented his conduct and, with the aid of the Virgin, was fully restored. This narrative is flanked by the large seated figures of an unidentified monastic saint (left) and St. Peter (right). As we shall see, during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, a textual version of the Theophilus legend circulated widely in France for use in sermons intended to magnify the Virgin and to promote penitence. The faithful visitor to the abbey church would have recognized the basic components of the legend and would have recalled the important messages of these sermons. Yet the Theophilus relief differs significantly from what we might expect to find based on the known uses of the text. It emphasizes the transactions between Theophilus and the devil, not his contact with the Virgin or his act of penitence. My contention is that in the context of the major ecclesiological issues of its day, this relief would have gradually revealed itself to the literate monks of the abbey to be a suggestion of the devil’s involvement in appointments to high office in the Church.

The Theophilus relief has been of interest to art historians since the late nineteenth century. This paper differs from earlier efforts to understand the relief in that it addresses solely its reception by the literate monks of the abbey. It assumes that the many departures from the expected design of the relief, both formal and substantive, are deliberate and are intended to convey meaning. The fundamental changes to the Roman Church under debate in the eleventh and early twelfth centuries would have been as worthy of the attention of the monks as the more traditional subjects of the great twelfth-century portals of France. Here I offer a thematically unified reading of the Theophilus relief, suggesting through a detailed visual analysis how each part of the relief contributes to its overall meaning. I begin by touching briefly on Souillac and on the original placement of the relief in the abbey church. I then discuss the primary sources for the legend and consider the relief against both those sources and regional artistic conventions. Lastly, I place these results in the context of contemporary issues in Church reform.

Souillac, in south central France, was, in the early twelfth century, located in the county of Quercy, which was outside the lands controlled by either the French king or the German emperor. Little is known about the abbey’s early history. Although the monks at Souillac functioned as a dependency of the abbey of St. Pierre at Aurillac, papal notes from the years 1155 to 1158 refer to the existence of a longstanding dispute between the monks at Souillac and the abbot at Aurillac. These notes give no hint of the substance of the dispute nor of when it may have arisen. Based on the sparse historical record, little can be said about the monks at Souillac and their original reception of the relief, beyond the obvious inferences to be drawn from the very presence of the sculptures on the abbey church.

The original setting of the sculptures now on the west wall of the nave, including the Theophilus relief, is not known with certainty. Scholarship has long connected the sculptures at Souillac—temporally, regionally, and stylistically—to that first generation of great Languedocian portals on the abbey churches at Moissac (ca. 1115–ca. 1135) and Beaulieu-sur-Dordogne (ca. 1120–ca. 1140). The tympana of those great portals introduced unprecedented abstract theological complexity into their subject matter, usually related to particular aspects of the Ascension or the Second Coming; related themes were placed in adjacent locations in the portal; their design was governed by certain conventions of scale and hierarchy. Historians have long assumed that the sculptures now set within the nave at Souillac are the fragmentary remains of a larger, now-unknownable, exterior portal program akin to those at Beaulieu and Moissac. The scale of the Theophilus relief suggests that it might have functioned as the tympanum of such a program. However, recent archaeological discoveries beneath the abbey church at Souillac make it highly unlikely that the church could ever have supported such a portal program. Current archaeological opinion is that the Theophilus relief never functioned as a tympanum:
it was most likely set originally within an old Carolingian tower porch over what was then the main entrance door to the nave. The relief and the other sculptures now on the west wall of the nave are thought to have been moved into the nave in the course of seventeenth-century restorations to the west end of the church, during which the west wall of the nave is believed to have been constructed. Other than the fact that the relief was probably originally above eye-level, we cannot ascertain anything more definitive about the original setting of the relief that might assist in determining its meaning.

Textual versions of the Theophilus legend as it was understood in France at the time of the relief’s design have survived, and a brief recounting of this information can serve as a starting point for a reconsideration of the relief’s written and visual sources. According to legend, Theophilus was the vice-dominus to the bishop of Adana in Cilicia. When the bishop died, Theophilus was the choice of all to fill the office but, out of humility, he declined. Shortly thereafter, the new bishop dismissed Theophilus. Theophilus became bitter and sought out the services of a Jew who offered to arrange a meeting with the devil. The following evening, at midnight, in the open space of the forum, Theophilus and the devil met and settled on an agreement pursuant to which the devil would see Theophilus returned to his former position, and Theophilus, for his part, would renounce Christ and the Virgin. The agreement was immediately put into writing and Theophilus affixed his seal to the pact. Within days, Theophilus was again vice-dominus and he went on to experience greater power than he had ever known. After a time, however, he began to regret what he had done and to fear for his soul. He went to a church in which the presence of the Virgin was reputed to be strong and lay prostrate before that church for (depending on the version of the legend) three or thirty days, repenting and begging the Virgin for her help and forgiveness. In due course the Virgin appeared...
to him but was initially disinclined to come to his aid because of the seriousness of his sin. Once the Virgin was satisfied that Theophilus was sincere, she mercifully agreed to intercede with her son. She returned to tell Theophilus he had been forgiven. But Theophilus continued to be concerned that the agreement was still in the hands of the devil, and to allay those fears, the Virgin miraculously recovered the agreement from the devil and returned it to Theophilus, placing it on his chest as he slept. Theophilus died shortly thereafter, and his soul was delivered up to God.\footnote{The spread of the legend in France is attributed to a well-circulated \textit{exemplum} prepared by Fulbert of Chartres (d. 1028) for delivery on the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin.\footnote{Fulbert’s version of the legend is much abridged. He emphasizes the Virgin’s mercy, her miraculous powers, and the efficacy of penitence within the Church; he concludes by telling the congregation that if they too sincerely repent and place their trust in the Virgin, they, like Theophilus, will be forgiven. It is likely that, by the time of the design of the relief at Souillac, the legend was quite well known in France. The Souillac relief and a decorated initial in an eleventh-century Latin anthology of the lives of saints and homilies are the only known artistic representations of the Theophilus legend to predate the thirteenth century.\footnote{In the decorated initial, consistent with Fulbert’s version of the legend, the figure of Theophilus, in an orant pose, stands before a crowned, enthroned Virgin. The devil is not present.}}}
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superimposed episodes contributes to the turn of focus away from the Virgin, since she and her accompanying angel are by far the least visually significant figures in the central panel. In fact, they are incomplete, intercepted by the upper frame. The agreement that the Virgin returns to Theophilus is smaller and less conspicuous than the one displayed by the standing figures of Theophilus and the devil. These elements, including the apparent devaluation of the Virgin, are sufficiently marked that, in 1974, the archaeologist Jacques Thirion undertook a study intended to show that the relief was patched together when it was moved into the nave. In the end, he concluded exactly the opposite: that the present relief reflects the original medieval design. Thirion’s findings, while invaluable in terms of understanding the integrity of the relief, do not address its narrative gaps or its curious visual emphasis, which is neither on the Virgin nor on penitence (Theophilus is presented sleeping), but on Theophilus, the devil, and the agreement to which both unashamedly point.

The relief also contains elements that do not derive from the written sources. The most obvious is in the right-hand scene depicting Theophilus with the devil, where a distinctive hand-clasp takes the place of the agreement. This gesture was first identified by Émile Mâle as representing the ritual of feudal homage. Jacques Le Goff, in his study of the symbolism of feudal vassalage, quotes from the text of Galbert of Bruges concerning the homages paid to the new count William of Flanders in 1127. Galbart recounts how, after a future vassal verbally agreed to become the man of the count, “he [placed] his clasped hands in those of the count, who grasped them.” This ritual, according to Le Goff, had not changed since the ninth and tenth centuries. Mâle explains the inclusion of the second scene at Souillac by stating, “This is a scene of feudal homage taken from life.”

I would argue that the second scene, however, is not simply a restatement of the first in the familiar symbolic language of the day. The first scene, consistent with the legend, takes place in open space, while the second is set indoors, against a distinctive column that supports the cloistered church above. Important differences exist in the manner in which the two devils are presented. The devil in the second scene has a different, much larger head than the one who, by agreement, conveys the ecclesiastical office to Theophilus. The flanking saints—the monastic saint on the left and St. Peter on the right, the largest figures in a relief in which scale appears to be significant—have no apparent connection to the legend. However, a thematically unified and far more comprehensive reading of the relief is possible, one that takes into account not only the symbolism in the relief but also its many narrative irregularities and anomalies. This reading presupposes that the relief would be studied by literate individuals, the monks of the abbey, who were knowledgeable about

The iconography of the relief at Souillac can be considered against the textual traditions of the legend. The three superimposed elements on the left of the narrative field of the relief (fig. 3) represent the three major episodes of the legend—Theophilus’s fall, his penitence, and his pardon. On the lowest level, Theophilus and the devil point to the agreement they have concluded. At the median level, Theophilus lies on his side before a church, his eyes closed. At the top, the Virgin and her accompanying angel return the recovered agreement to Theophilus. This ordering places the Virgin and angel in the spiritual realm, with the devil and errant human firmly at the base. At the centre, bridging the two realms in art as they did in the thought of the day, are penitence and the Church. Visually, however, we are not encouraged to read the relief hierarchically. Theophilus’s strong horizontal form acts as a barrier between the earthly and heavenly realms and turns the viewer’s attention toward that which transpires below. The relative scale of the three

Figure 3. Central narrative component of the Theophilus relief, abbey church of Sainte-Marie at Souillac (Photo: J. Bugslag, 2012).
the politico-ecclesiological issues of the day and about regional artistic conventions. It also requires that the relief be permitted to reveal its meaning gradually to those who look slowly and carefully at the various details of the carving and consider their possible import.

Theophilus’s agreement with the devil would, at the time of the design of the relief, have been understood to constitute simony. The term derives from Acts 8:18–24, where the magician Simon Magus offers the apostles money in order that he might acquire the power to impart the Holy Spirit. The apostle Peter answers, “Keep thy money to thyself to perish with thee: because thou hast thought that the gift of God may be purchased by money.” The eradication of simony was a central component in the reform of the Church that began in the middle of the eleventh century and continued until about 1125.

In the early years of reform, the reforming councils primarily directed their attention to the Church itself, toward churchmen, usually bishops, who sold ordinations or consecrations, sometimes parish churches, for money or gifts (although Simon Magus offered money, from earliest of times property and gifts were also included among the forms of simoniacal payment). The practice of simony at the outset of the period of reform was so pervasive and overt that when Leo IX convened his first synod at the Lateran in 1049 and proposed that all consecrations by simonists be invalid, the synod erupted with the concern that divine service would be brought to a complete halt. Eventually, the synod settled for a decree that prohibited simony but imposed a period of forty days of penance on all who had knowingly allowed themselves to be consecrated by a simonist bishop. The scene depicting Theophilus and the devil pointing shamelessly to their agreement, with the divinely forgiven Theophilus above, fully reflects the situation regarding simony in the earliest years of the reform papacy.

The second scene, where Theophilus pays feudal homage to a devil with a different head, in a different setting, is also connected to papal reforms against simony. The gesture of homage shown in the relief was the first step in a common three-step vassalage ceremony. The second step of the ritual was the fealty, completed by an oath. The rite concluded with the investiture, in which the lord delivered to the vassal an object symbolic of that with which the vassal was being invested. Le Goff writes of the ritual of feudal vassalage,

Homage, fealty, and investiture are necessarily interdependent and constitute a symbolic ritual that remains intact not so much because of the force and, in this case, the almost sacred character of tradition as because of the internal coherence of the system. It seems, moreover, that contemporaries perceived it in this way.

Two interdependent components of this ritual would become the next focus of the anti-simoniacal attentions of the reforming Church: homage by churchmen to secular authority and investiture by secular authority of church office and benefice. During the last quarter of the eleventh century, homage to and investiture by lay authority were forbidden. Paschal II, in a letter recording the events of the Lateran council of 1102, wrote that the council forbade any cleric to do homage to a layman and to receive either churches or property from the hands of a layman, “for this is the root of the evil of simony.” At the outset of the reform movement, therefore, the simonist was most frequently regarded as someone within the Church. Over the course of the next half-century, he became a secular monarch, investing high church office and demanding homage in return. The artistic representation of the two interconnected scenes of Theophilus and the devil at Souillac thus reflects the developing understanding of the simonist.

Control of simony by the papacy is represented elsewhere in the regional monumental sculpture of the day. To the right of the Porte Miègeville at Saint-Sernin, Toulouse (1115–18), the standing figure of St. Peter (fig. 4) appears to contain Simon Magus who is shown being licked by two demons. His identity is unmistakable—the name “MAGUS” is inscribed above his head. Peter is not presented here as the individual apostle of the Gospels. Elizabeth Saxon has noted that angels above his head carry the triple crown of the papacy. It should also be noted that Peter’s feet are fully shod. The apostle would be expected to wear only sandals in accordance with the instructions of Jesus and to be presented in profile or part profile as he appears on the jambs at the entrances to the abbey churches at Moissac and Beaulieu. As we shall see, the foot covering and frontality of presentation acquire special meaning in this new reading of the Theophilus relief at Souillac.

While the Souillac scenes of Theophilus and the devil can be understood to represent the developing concept of simony and the changing character of the simonist, this reading does not fully satisfy the design of the narrative field. The ritual of vassalage would be expected to culminate with the conferring of a symbol of that with which the vassal was being invested. The absence of any suggestion of ring and staff—the two elements that had come to epitomize the dispute over investiture—in this relief raises questions about the sufficiency of confining the reading of the second narrative to homage to or investiture by lay authority. The horizontal figure of Theophilus, previously mentioned as an impediment to a hierarchical reading of the relief, visually encloses the three standing figures beneath him, but not the fourth, the figure of Theophilus in vassalage. Lastly, the relief contains a prominent symbol—the distinctive spiral column with its elaborate capital—that has not yet been considered. The placement of that column between Theophilus and
the devil echoes the placement of the agreement between the two in the first scene. It breaks the flow from left to right and separates Theophilus in vassalage from the three standing figures to the left. The column is too significant in scale, location, and form to be merely a decorative backdrop for the ritual hand-clasp. The most obvious association for such a column would have been with the Shrine of the Apostle at Old St. Peter’s in Rome even though homage to and investiture by secular authority certainly did not take place there.

The differences in the representation of the devil’s feet in the central field of the relief carry symbolic importance. At Toulouse, St. Peter’s feet helped identify him with the papacy rather than with his role as Jesus’s apostle. Although we do not know the height of the door above which the Theophilus relief was originally set, the base of the relief would necessarily have been above eye level. The effect of that elevation, coupled with the protruding decorative string course on which the players stand, would tend to turn casual attention away from their feet. Meyer Schapiro noticed that the two feet of the devil on the left are the same and resemble those of a quadruped, while the feet of the devil on the right are different not only from those of the devil on the left but from one another. The right foot resembles the talons of a raptor; the left is a cloven hoof. These differences are significant. In the early twelfth century, the devil had not yet assumed a particular form, although Lucifer had, from earliest times, been portrayed as a serpent. The feet of the devil in the second scene suggest that the one body represents two different individuals or authorities, each wrongfully demanding homage and investing church office or benefice.

The two figures of Theophilus also reveal important differences. His feet are not different, but his dress is. On the left, he is dressed as a layman, consistent with conceptions of simony at the beginning of reform. On the right, however, he wears a simple, cape-like overgarment, the only distinguishing feature of which is the subtle suggestion of a band of cloth that seems to circle his neck and descend down its front, disappearing into the folds. This band of cloth has ritual significance. Under the reform papacy, significant changes were introduced to the office of the metropolitan, an office akin to that of an archbishop, and a ritual reflecting those changes took place at the Shrine of the Apostle. That ritual involved a pallium, a narrow scarf of wool, traditionally worn by popes over their capes. Before conferment, it was placed on the altar above the tomb of Peter, making it a contact relic. During the Carolingian era, the pope granted the pallium to metropolitans with whom he had a particularly close relationship. From 1053, however, a metropolitan could only assume his duties after he had received the pallium in Rome. I. S. Robinson sets out the procedure that took place in Rome: the credentials of those seeking office were examined to ascertain that they were in accord with the reforming positions of the papacy. Then, the newly elected metropolitans were required to swear an oath, which evolved over time in the interests of papal primacy. Only then would they receive the pallium from the pope. That procedure and the ritual of feudal vassalage as set out by Le Goff are clearly similar. Urban II wrote that the metropolitan is subject only to the Roman pontiff, to whom he owes obedience. The metropolitan had become, in other words, the pope’s “man” just as the vassal was the lord’s “man.” The symbol of investiture by lay

Figure 4. St. Peter containing Simon Magus, Porte Miègeville, Basilica of Saint-Sernin at Toulouse (Photo: the author, 2012).
authority—the ring and staff—is missing from the Theophilus relief, but the symbol of investiture by the papal authority—the pallium—is present.

The separation of the second figure of Theophilus from the three standing figures to the left by the spiral column, against which the symbol of feudal vassalage is set, can thus be better understood as referring to ecclesiastical relations with the papacy in Rome. So too is the church building depicted in the relief, which is more closely connected to the spiral column beneath than to the horizontal figure of Theophilus. That building, which resembles a cloister, suggests either a monastery or a cathedral supporting a chapter of Augustinian canons who lived together and shared a common life akin to that of monks. A cathedral is the seat of a bishop. One of the principal tenets asserted by reforming popes against secular authority from the middle of the eleventh century was the right of the people and clergy of a diocese to choose their own bishop, free from external interference. Considerations of papal primacy, however, gradually overcame that concern for local autonomy. At the Roman Lenten synod of 1080, the pope and the metropolitan were given a new role in the process of selection of a local bishop. On the death of a bishop, the people were required, “with the consent of the apostolic see or their metropolitan, [to] elect for themselves a pastor according to God.” The effect of the requirement that the election of a bishop could take place only with the consent of the apostolic see or the metropolitan, the pope’s man, was, according to Robinson, that “in the new ecclesiastical regime envisaged by the Gregorian papacy after the prohibition of lay investiture, the metropolitan was to assume the role in episcopal elections formerly usurped by the secular ruler.” The reading of the second devil as representing two different authorities, each exercising control over the selection of a bishop, therefore accords with contemporary ecclesiastical realities. The left to right temporal reading of the narrative is maintained.

Events at nearby Cahors shortly before the design of the relief may have influenced the perspective of the Souillac monks on outside interference in the episcopate. The cathedral of Saint-Étienne, Cahors, had supported a chapter of canons living a regular life since 1095. On 30 July 1119, following a visit to Cahors to consecrate the main altar, Pope Calixtus II disciplined the cathedral chapter by stripping it of the right to choose its own bishop and giving control of the chapter to the metropolitan of Bourges. At the time of the relief, external interference over the choice of bishop may have been a live issue in the diocese.

My analysis so far has focused solely on the meaning of the relief’s narrative. It is important also to attend to the flanking seated saints and to the setting beneath an irregular arch upon
an irregular base. Thirion directed particular attention to the irregularities and anomalies in areas of the arch and base, but the framing elements have received little attention in the literature. A consideration of the framing elements and of the fact that the experience of the relief changes with the viewer's movement through space helps us gain a new perspective on the relief's narrative.

The saints set to the sides of the central narrative are the largest, most conspicuous elements of the frame, and it is reasonable to begin with them. Their identification seems at first to be clear. The saint to the right (fig. 5), with his book and keys, is clearly St. Peter; by his bare feet he would seem to be presented as the apostle rather than as the pope. The saint to the left (fig. 6), with his inward-turned staff, book, and slipper-clad feet is a sainted abbot. Because he is visually the counterpart to St. Peter, early historians considered him to represent St. Benedict. However, he bears no attributes that would permit us to ascertain his precise identity. Jérôme Baschet argues that the figure is not necessarily Benedict but should be taken to embody monastic authority. Beyond these basic facts, the depiction of these saints presents a dizzying array of oddities and anomalies. Their bodies are irregularly proportioned: their lower limbs and feet are unduly large and prominent relative to their heads and shoulders, a feature that is compounded by the fact that their feet protrude significantly into the viewer's space. The monastic saint is conspicuously baby-faced and apple-cheeked, while the figure of Peter is old and gaunt.

In the early polemic of reform, reformers described the Church in the terminology of illness: the evils of simony and nicolaitism were diseases that ate at the flesh of the Church. Those advocating change expressed their desire to return the Church to a glory associated with its earlier history. It is generally accepted by historians that renewed monasticism influenced those early reforms. By the time of the design of the relief at Souillac, however, the evil of simony in the Church had been largely brought under control: Simon Magus at Toulouse, contained beneath St. Peter, reflects that reality, as do the twin dragons beneath the feet of St. Peter at Souillac, who do nothing more threatening than bite their own tails. Had these saints been designed in the middle of the eleventh century, the contrast in their appearance might have evoked that anti-simoniacal feature of the polemic of reform. Three-quarters of a century later, I would suggest, that concern would no longer have been as relevant.

The poses of the Souillac saints are highly irregular in numerous respects. In the first place, it is unusual that the figures be shown seated rather than standing; saints and apostles conventionally stand. The apostles on the tympanum at Beaulieu are an exception (fig. 7), but as Yves Christe has shown, this is likely explained by Matthew 19:27–28, where Jesus tells Peter that the apostles would ultimately sit with him in judgment.
over the twelve tribes of Israel. The fully frontal presentation of the Souillac Peter is also highly irregular. The bare feet suggest that Peter is the apostle, but apostles are ordinarily presented in profile or semi-profile. At Toulouse, Peter is presented in full frontality, but with his papal crown and shod feet, he is not depicted as an apostle. Marguerite Vidal has described the fully frontal saints at Souillac to be “seated in majesty.” In the monumental art of the day, it was Christ alone who was thus seated, surrounded by his court, be it the court of apostles at Beaulieu or the court of kings at Moissac. The seating of a figure in majesty, with its implications for power, would ordinarily involve a visible throne. The chairs on which the saints at Souillac are seated are not readily visible, although the feet of both saints are flanked by small, somewhat recessed, clawlike feet, perhaps suggesting the feet of a chair. Their size and the direction in which they point make it plausible that they represent the back feet, but then the question is, where are the front feet? The columns on either side of the saints may in fact represent the front arms of the chairs. They are formally similar to the arms of the throne of Christ at Beaulieu. But if that is so, why do they reach so high and where is their base?

In order to bring some clarity to the representation of the saints, it is necessary to explore other points of view concerning some features of the design. First, the top of the relief comprises an irregular tripartite arch, which, according to Schapiro, appears to be “modeled on a freehand drawing of a frame.” The arch is fully independent of that which is below. The vertical columns that define the spaces below do not connect to the arch.
and do not correspond in placement to the divisions in the arch. The Virgin and her accompanying angel descend downward and to the left, toward the horizontal figure of Theophilus. The Virgin, the angel, and Theophilus form a visually closed group through their arms and through the descending agreement. The mercy of the Virgin and the forgiveness of her son are extended to the standing group of three below Theophilus.

Within each of the realms defined by the lateral arches, a flying angel carries written materials. These lateral angels are smaller, more deeply recessed into the relief, and less elaborately dressed than is the angel who accompanies the Virgin. The bodies of these angels, like those of the heavenly beings under the central arch, are cut by the frame so that their feet are not visible. The angel on the left holds a scroll to which he points with his right hand. He moves downward and slightly to the right, toward the head of the monastic saint. He does not appear to stop at the monastic saint’s head, but rather to fly over him and turn to the right, touching the saint’s head as he goes, perhaps in blessing. The monastic saint and the angel appear to be in accord, a feature that will become more meaningful when the connection between the angel and saint on the right is considered.

The angel on the right, flying almost horizontally from left to right, enters the space defined by the right arch from the pendant of clouds on his left. His path appears to terminate at Peter’s head, on which he seems to place the open book that he carries. The book is most likely the Gospels, the source of Petrine authority. With his right hand, the angel points to the right page of the open book on which are inscribed the words, “PE[TR]US… PE[TR]/A…”. A different message is contained on the left page, to which the angel points with his left hand, the words, “NON SAPE.” This probably derives from St. Paul’s Epistle to the Romans 11:20, “noli altum sapere sed time,” which translates, “be not high-minded, but fear.”

To the angel who drops from the arch on the left, the monastic saint would appear to be reasonably centered and his occupation of the space defined by the arch would be modest. A different scene would reveal itself to the angel who crosses the arch on the right. Peter would appear to have moved to the extreme right of the space defined by the arch, the extent of his movement emphasized by the near-horizontal trajectory that the angel must take to reach him. Peter would have brought within his control, under his arm, the figure of his vassal, the metropolitan, and the cloistered church, the seat of the bishop. As to the figure of the metropolitan, Blumenthal writes that “eventually, in the late eleventh century, the conferring of the pallium made the archbishop seem more like the pope’s deputy with a delegated share in the universal primacy.”

The cathedrals had been brought under the papal arch by the requirement that local bishops be subjected to the approval of the apostolic see or metropolitan, an extension of that power that had been seen in action at Cahors. The angel’s injunction “non sape” becomes clear if Peter’s action in bringing the cloistered church and the metropolitan within the papal arch is seen by the angel to be an act of arrogance.

Looking down from the point of view of the angels in the lateral arches has helped to answer certain questions, but there are limits to what can be seen from above. The base of the frame offers a different perspective on the saints. Like the arch above, the base is tripartite and irregular, but all obvious similarity ends there. The base is not independent of that which transpires above it. Running laterally beneath the central narrative field is a well-defined decorative ribbon upon which devils stand, human beings function, and appointments to church office are made. The base beneath the saints, however, is not this well-defined ribbon. Thirion initially considered this lack of definition to be an indication that the base was incomplete and fragmentary. Beneath the saints is the realm of another footless being, Lucifer, and seen from his viewpoint, the oddly proportioned bodies of the saints would appear regular and the ambiguous columns to the sides of each of the saints might look like the arms of thrones reaching up to the heavens, arms that could recall to Lucifer his own thwarted aspirations as voiced in Isaiah 14:13,

Figure 8. Serpent beneath monastic saint, Theophilus relief, abbey church of Sainte-Marie at Souillac. (Photo: author, 2012).
“I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God.” Each of these details reinforces the central drama of devilish interference with God’s divinely ordained scheme. Contained beneath the feet of the monastic saint, and corresponding in setting and scale to the crossed dragons under the throne of St. Peter, is a coiled serpent with a large, bearded, human head (fig. 8). Sprouting from its body are two ugly little creatures. The most obvious association for the serpent is the devil in the Garden of Eden. In the writings of the early fathers, and continuing into the more contemporaneous works of monastic writers such as Odo of Cluny (d. 942), Adam’s original sin was not sexual but the sin of pride. From that, lesser sins of the body—lust, avarice, and gluttony—arose. The form of the serpent beneath the monastic saint reflects this conception. The monastic saint’s containment of pride is explained by the purpose of monastic discipline. According to St. Benedict, the object of monastic asceticism is the renunciation of self-will. Silence, poverty, obedience, and the elimination of carnal desires are central to the practice of monasticism, but this outward cleansing must be accompanied by an inner cleansing of the self. The containment of pride, which monasticism achieved by actively pursuing humility, was as fundamental to monastic belief as the containment of simony was to the reform papacy.

Pride is a vice to which the powerful are particularly prone, and the relationship between pride and power was of great concern to monastic writers. John Cassian wrote of pride that it does not “only tempt ordinary folk and small people, but chiefly those who already stand on the heights of valour.” Gregory I addressed that same concern, cautioning that although a man is sometimes forced by the will of God to take command, “pride is ever wont to attend on the powerful.” The saints at Souillac, seated in majesty, occupy positions of power and they are therefore particularly vulnerable to pride. The manner in which pride comes to the powerful is significant. Cassian wrote of King David’s watchfulness against pride:

As he knew how hard is that watchfulness, even for those that are perfect, he did not so presume on his own efforts, but prayed to God and implored His help, that he might escape unwounded by the darts of this foe, saying “Let not the foot of pride come to me.”

Psalms 35:12 is the source of the words that Cassian attributes to King David, “Let not the foot of pride come to me.” Although both saints are vulnerable to pride by virtue of the power of their office, the monastic saint shows fear and has fully covered his feet. St. Peter’s feet, on the other hand, are exposed. His are the feet of the apostle, a detail of the design that has not thus far been explained. Historians of the polemic of reform consistently remark on the self-identification of the reform pacy with this apostle. This blurring of the identities of the pope, the Roman Church, and the apostle was by no means merely a quaint affectation. In the writings of churchmen such as Peter Damian, it related directly to the primacy of the Roman Church. Blumenthal speaks of this identification in the following words: “The Apostle Peter, the pope, and the Roman church were...one and the same, and the obedience owed to the pontiff thus became absolute.” During the period of the Gregorian papacy, “obedience to papal commands was raised to the level of dogma.” The bare feet of the seated figure of St. Peter, reflecting the identification of the papacy with the apostle and the implications for power of that identification, suggest that pride may have come to the foot of the papacy.

Lucifer, the footless coiled being who lies unseen beneath the two saints, looks upward at their feet. The devils that negotiate with Theophilus in the narrative field, on the other hand, are basically human in their form. It is their heads and feet, not the cores of their being, that have been altered. They are, according to my reading, those powerful authorities to whose feet pride has come: the simonist who wrongly sells church office or benefit for a price; the secular monarch who invests bishops or abbacies and demands homage as his price; and the papal authority who takes ultimate control over the appointment of local bishops, either directly or through his vassal, the metropolitan. The design of the framing elements not only supports this reading of the narrative field but contextualizes it, placing it within the larger framework of pride. The details of the relief thus come together to form a thematically integrated and harmonious whole.

The sculptures within the nave at Souillac have always been considered by scholars to be highly important stylistically. As long as they were thought to be fragments of a larger, unknowable whole, the issues they raised could not be fully addressed. Recent archaeological research has freed the reading of the relief from those concerns. We have seen the Theophilus relief take as its point of departure not abstract theological concepts relating to the end of days, but rather a visualization of the agreement between an errant human and the devil for the purchase of high office in the Church. Building upon that narrative clarity, the details of the design direct consideration to contemporary anxieties within the Church relating to the papal reforms of the eleventh and early twelfth centuries. The design of the relief brings to bear on those contemporary events all the unprecedented complexity ordinarily reserved to the abstract theology of the great portals. The fundamental nature of the changes to the Roman Church was as worthy of the sculptural attention of the monks as were the more traditional biblical subjects. By approaching the Theophilus relief from the perspective that its various iconographic departures were deliberate, and by placing those departures within the historical context of reform, it is
possible to postulate a thematically unified and meaningful reading of the Theophilus relief, with all parts of the work contributing toward a complex and richly symbolic narrative.

There may additionally be a broader historical significance to the Souillac relief. Because almost all the reforming popes to 1119 came from a monastic background, the history of the papal reform movement tends to treat "monasticism" outside the empire as being cohesive and supportive of the directions of papal reforms. The enduring voice given by the Theophilus relief to a small monastic house located outside both the empire and the kingdom of France, a house that was independent of large enterprises such as Cluny, reflects a somewhat different and more nuanced perspective. The secular monarch, wrongly interfering in the autonomy of the local dioceses, is cast in the body of the devil, but so too, according to this reading, is papal authority.

For the faithful, the Theophilus relief at Souillac would have recalled the purposes to which the legend was put in the sermons of the day—the magnification of the Virgin and the efficacy of penitence. For the literate monks of the abbey, however, who understood artistic conventions, who were aware of contemporary issues relating to Church reform, and who were able to allow the more subtle implications of the relief to reveal themselves gradually, the message of the Theophilus relief was a markedly different one. It is that message which has been explored in this paper.
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